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Abstract— Even though real-world Internet traffic traces
are crucial for network research, only a tiny percentage of
traffic traces collected are made public. One major reason
why traffic trace owners hesitate to make the traces publicly available is the concern that the confidential and private information may be inferred from the trace. In this paper we focus on the problem of anonymizing IP addresses
in a trace. More specifically, we are interested in prefixpreserving anonymization in which the prefix relationship
among IP addresses is preserved in the anonymized trace,
making such a trace usable in situations where such prefix
relationships are important. The goal of our work is two
fold. First, we are interested in analyzing the security properties inherent in prefix-preserving IP address anonymization. Through the analysis of IP traffic traces, we investigate the effect of some types of attacks on the security of the
prefix-preserving anonymization process. We also derive results for the optimum manner in which an attack should proceed which provides a bound on the performance of attacks
in general. Second, we observe that an existing scheme used
for prefix-preserving anonymization, TCPdpriv, has some
drawbacks that limit its use in a large-scale, distributed setting. We develop an alternative cryptography-based, prefixpreserving anonymization technique to address these drawbacks while maintaining the same level of anonymity as
TCPdpriv.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Real-world Internet traffic traces are crucial for network
research such as workload characterization, traffic engineering, packet classification, web performance, and more
generally network measurement and simulation. However,
only a tiny percentage of traffic traces collected are made
public (e.g., by NLANR [1] and ACM ITA project [2]) for
research purposes. One major reason why ISPs or other
traffic trace owners hesitate to make the traces publicly
available is the concern that the confidential (commercial)
and private (personal) information regarding the senders
and receivers of packets may be inferred from the trace. In
cases where a trace has been made publicly available, the
trace is typically subjected to an anonymization process
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before being released.
In this work we focus on the problem of anonymizing
IP addresses in a trace. A straightforward approach is one
in which each distinct IP address appearing in the trace is
mapped to a random 32-bit ”address”. The only requirement is that this mapping be one-to-one. Anonymity of the
IP addresses in the original trace is achieved by not revealing the random one-to-one mapping used in anonymizing
a trace. Such anonymization, however, results in the loss
of the prefix relationships among the IP addresses and renders the trace unusable in situations where such relationship is important (e.g., understanding routing performance
or clustering of end-systems [3]). It is, therefore, highly
desirable for the address anonymization to be prefix preserving. That is if two original IP addresses share a  bit
prefix, their anonymized mappings will also share a  bit
prefix. One approach to such prefix preserving anonymization is adopted in TCPdpriv [4].
The goal of our work is two fold. First, we are interested
in analyzing the security properties inherent in prefixpreserving IP address anonymization. We aim to understand the susceptibility of prefix-preserving anonymization to attacks that may reveal some IP address mappings
(e.g., [5]). Through the analysis of IP traffic traces, we
investigate the effect of some types of attacks on the security of the prefix-preserving anonymization process. In
the process we derive some results pertaining to the optimum manner in which an attack should proceed with
the goal of understanding the bounds on the performance
of attacks in general. Second, we observe that TCPdpriv
has some drawbacks that limit its use in a large-scale, distributed setting. We develop an alternative cryptographybased, prefix-preserving anonymization technique to address these drawbacks while maintaining the same level of
anonymity as TCPdpriv.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we give a somewhat more detailed description of
the prefix-preserving anonymization process. In Section
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Fig. 1. Address Trees and Anonymization Function

III we explore how attacks can be modeled and how one
may measure the effectiveness of an attack. Section IV
provides results from simulation studies of various types
of attacks and their effectiveness (as measured by metrics
we propose in Section III). For the purposes of this analysis we use publicly available NLANR traces [6] as well
as traces collected by Sprint. In Section V we derive a
result regarding the optimal form of attack on a prefixpreserving anonymized trace. In Section VI, we discuss
TCPdpriv and our cryptography-based technique, which
addresses the drawbacks of TCPdpriv. Section VII concludes the paper.

shows the anonymized address tree resulting from using
the anonymization function shown in figure 1(c) 1 . Note
that an anonymization function will, therefore, consist of


binary variables if the original address tree has non-leaf
nodes.
III. M ODELING ATTACKS

AND THEIR

E FFECTIVENESS

Consider now the task faced by an “attacker” presented
with a set of IP addresses anonymized with a prefixpreserving algorithm. Because of the prefix preservation
property, the attacker can determine the shape of the ad
dress tree and hence the value of . The attacker, therefore,

knows a priori that he needs to determine binary variII. P REFIX -P RESERVING A NONYMIZATION
ables to completely unravel the anonymization. A complete
guess by the attacker without any additional knowlAs mentioned earlier, with prefix-preserving anonymization, if two original IP addresses share a  bit prefix, their edge has a probability of  "! of being correct.
Typically, however, an attacker operates with the adanonymized mappings will also share a  bit prefix. It is
useful for our future analysis to consider a geometric inter- ditional knowledge of some mappings of original IP adpretation of this form of anonymization. We first note that dresses to anonymized addresses. The security implicathe entire set of possible distinct IPv4 addresses can be rep- tion of prefix-preserving anonymization of traffic traces
resented by a complete binary tree of height 32. The set of using TCPdpriv [4] is briefly studied in [5] and [7]. Here
distinct addresses present in an unanonymized trace can be we offer a more formal characterization of the security
represented by a subtree of this complete binary tree where level that a prefix-preserving anonymization can achieve.
each address is represented by a leaf. We call this the orig- There are a number of possible ways certain anonymized
inal address tree. Each node in this original address tree IP addresses could be compromised in the trace. The
(excluding the root node) corresponds to a bit position, in- port numbers in the TCP/UDP header fields reveals the
dicated by the height of the node, and a bit value, indi- type of applications at the sending and receiving ends, and
cated by the direction of the branch from its parent node. provides additional information to attackers. For examFigure 1(a) shows a complete binary tree (using 4-bit ad- ple, IP addresses of popular web servers can be inferred
dresses for simplicity) and Figure 1(b) shows an original from their high frequency of occurrence in the trace, and
the IP addresses of the DNS servers can be inferred from
address tree.
the
hierarchical relationship among them. Suppose cerA prefix-preserving anonymization function can be
tain
anonymized addresses have been compromised so that
viewed as specifying a binary variable for each non-leaf
node (including the root node) of the original address tree. their corresponding raw addresses are known. According
#
This variable specifies whether the anonymization proAlthough what we have presented is clearly a method for prefixcess “flips” this bit or not. Applying the anonymization preserving anonymization, it is not immediately obvious that this is
function results in the rearrangement of the original ad- the only method. We show in Section VI that this is indeed the only
dress tree into an anonymized address tree. Figure 1(d) possible anonymization function (Proposition I).
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to our geometric interpretation a set of compromised ad
dresses reveals the values for some subset of the binary
variables that specify the anonymization function. Say 
of the binary variables are determined by some attacker,
the highest level of security we could possibly achieve is
%$
to make sure that the remaining
 binary variables look
completely random.
When we study the security of a trace, we would like
to measure the amount of information that is leaked from
the whole trace as a consequence of compromising some
of the address mappings.We define two metrics that characterize this. Suppose we are given a trace file, which
contains & distinct anonymized source/destination IP addresses, and each address is 32 bits long. One way to count
the number of unknown bits in the trace is to add up all the
unknown bits in these addresses, which we refer to as uncompressed unknown bits, denoted as ' (= ()+*,& when no
addresses are compromised). However, due to the prefixpreserving nature of the anonymization algorithm, certain
bits in different IP addresses must be equal. If such bits

are counted only once, we get another count - ( = when
no addresses are compromised), which we refer to as compressed unknown bits2 . According to our geometric interpretation, if we represent distinct IPv4 addresses in a
trace as leaf nodes on a binary tree of height 32, then is count of all their ancestors in the tree. If an address
is compromised, then obviously all ancestors (prefixes) of
the leaf node that correspond to the compromised address
are compromised and should be taken away from - .
IV. E FFECT OF C OMPROMISED A DDRESSES ON
P REFIX -P RESERVING A NONYMIZATION
In this section we evaluate the effect of compromised
addresses on the ' and - measures using two traces:
. An 800MB address trace from NLANR [6] containing
130,163 distinct addresses.
. A 50GB header trace from Sprint containing 1,129,838
distinct addresses. The table below shows the parameters
of the trace.
Start Time
End Time
Number of Packets
Location

09:56 PDT 8/9/2000
19:56 PDT 8/9/2000
567,680,718
Packet-Over-SONET OC3 link

Figure 2(a) shows the number of nodes in each level of
the original address tree built from NLANR trace. The figure shows that the number of nodes increases when level
increases. It also shows that the tree is quite dense on
top part but becomes sparser as it progresses towards the
/

This corresponds to the usual sense of entropy

leaves representing the IP addresses. Similar figures are
obtained from the Sprint trace and are shown in figure 2(b).
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) are simulation results on the
NLANR trace and show how ' and - metrics decrease as
the number of compromised IP addresses increases. Figure 3(b) magnifies the portion of 3(a) when the number
of compromised IP addresses ranges from 0 to 1000. The
results are obtained by randomly choosing a certain number of addresses from NLANR trace and evaluating the and ' measures assuming they are compromised. This is
repeated 10 times and the graphs represent the average of
the experiments.
The value of - drops almost linearly with respect to the
number of compromised IP addresses, which is not surprising because it does not reflect how other addresses are
affected by the compromised addresses. The value of '
drops much faster than - because many other “innocent”
addresses have their prefixes revealed which they share
with the compromised addresses. The Sprint trace contains many more distinct addresses than the NLANR trace
does, the simulation on the Sprint trace, however, exhibits
similar trends as shown in figure 4.
Each IP address can be broken down into four groups
of bits: bits 1 to 8, 9 to 16, 17 to 24, and 25 to 32. We
denote the accounting of ' on these four groups as '10 ,
'32 , '54 , '36 respectively. As shown in figure 5(a) and 5(b),
which corresponds to figure 3(a) and 3(b), '76 , '34 , '52 , and
'80 drop at increasingly faster rate as the number of compromised addresses increases. (Figure 5-b zooms to the
beginning part of figure 5(a).) This is not surprising because lower order bits are much more likely to be shared
by large number of distinct IP addresses than higher-order
bits. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show that '84 and '36 drop
very slowly with respect to the number of addresses compromised, which means that the chance for the last 16 bits
of an IP address to be revealed due to the prefix-preserving
nature of the anonymization scheme is not high. This is indeed good news for privacy-conscious network users: the
last 16 bits (typically host ID) in general are much more
important for personal privacy than the first 16 bits (typically network ID). For commercial confidentiality, the first
16 bits could be more important, but that could be addressed in some other ways (e.g., releasing the trace after
a year). The corresponding results for the Sprint trace are
shown in figure 6. The same behavior is observed for this
much larger trace.
We next consider a similar evaluation for the compressed bits measure, - , which can also be divided into
-90 , -:2 , -:4 and -;6 . The results are shown in figure 7(a) for
the NLANR trace and figure 7(b) for the Sprint trace. -<0 ,
-:2 , -:4 and -;6 have different initial values and all decrease
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Fig. 3. Measurements of U and C on an NLANR IP Address Trace ((b) is magnified version of (a))
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Fig. 4. Measurements of U and C on a Sprint IP Header Trace ((b) is magnified version of (a))

almost linearly as the number of compromised addresses
increases.
In the remainder of this section, we examine two examples of attacks on an anonymized trace: frequency analysis
and DNS server tracing. Our goal is to understand the extent with which such attacks can compromise addresses.
Such an understanding, when combined with our previous

analysis of ' and - , can yield a better understanding of
the security of prefix-preserving anonymization. It should
be noted, however, that these attacks apply to not only
prefix-preserving anonymized trace but also non-prefixpreserving anonymized traces. Their threat to the prefixpreserving anonymized traces, however, is much more serious than that to the non-prefix-preserving anonymized
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traces due to the sharing of prefix in the former.
Frequency Analysis: IP addresses of popular sites can
be inferred from their high frequency of occurrence in
anonymized trace. Figure 8(a) shows the frequency that
different addresses occur in the Sprint trace. Addresses
are sorted by their frequency of occurrence from left to
right. Figures 8(b) and 8(c) magnify the portion of 8(a)

when the most frequent addresses range 0 to 1000 and to
100, respectively. These figures shows that only about 25
addresses are actually distinguishable from others by their
frequency of occurrence. Referring back to figure 4, it appears that the effectiveness of compromising such a small
number of addresses is minor and, therefore, frequency
analysis, by itself, does not appear to be a serious threat
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to prefix-preserving anonymization.
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DNS Server Address Tracing: The IP addresses of the
DNS servers can be inferred from the hierarchical relationship among them. Starting with a root DNS server, an attacker can trace down the DNS server hierarchy based on
their relationship in the anonymized trace, assuming the

attacker has enough knowledge about the DNS server hierarchy.3
Figure 9 shows the number of DNS server addresses
that appear in a portion of the Sprint trace as a function
of the number of distinct addresses, as we consider more
and more records in the trace. This figure shows that a proportion in the range of =?>)> to @(@> of distinct addresses
in the Sprint trace are DNS server addresses, depending on
where the trace is cut. Analysis on some NLANR header
traces shows a higher proportion of DNS addresses in the
range of =?> to @( . Referring back to figures 4, it can
be seen that compromising this many random addresses
represents a significant risk to the anonymization process.
This might lead one to conclude that an attack that reveals
the mapping of all DNS server addresses in the trace will
essentially “break” the anonymization process. But this is
somewhat misleading since the DNS server addresses are
not really random. We investigate this matter further in
figure 10 which also derives from the Sprint trace. In the
figure we show the value of ' as a function of the number
of compromised addresses when these compromised addresses are drawn at random from the set of all addresses
and when they are drawn at random from the set of DNS
server addresses. The figure shows that for the same number of compromised addresses the attacker can reveal more
”bits” if the addresses were chosen at random from the entire set of addresses as opposed to the set of DNS server
addresses. In fact, compromising all 18,876 DNS server
addresses is equivalent to compromising a set of only approximately 1,500 random addresses. This evidence seems
to suggest that an attack that reveals DNS server addresses
is perhaps not as serious as one would expect and that in
A

This assumption is quite questionable though. Not all DNS servers
allow listing their downstream servers for security reasons. This make
it difficult to get the topology of the DNS hierarchy and we have not
seen any such topology publicly available yet.
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fact an attack that can reveal much fewer random addresses
would be more effective.
V. O PTIMAL C AND U CURVES
Every time an addresses is compromised, i.e., a B raw,
anonymized C pair is revealed, the values of - and ' decrease. In figures 3 and 4 we have shown the decreasing of - and ' when & randomly chosen addresses are
compromised. These two figures show us the average effect of & compromised addresses. They cannot, however,
show us the worst-case effect of  compromised addresses.
In this section, we concentrate on discussing optimal '
curve, which reflects the maximum reduction of the '
value when & addresses are compromised. We omit the
discussion of the optimal - curve, which basically follows
the same way.
A surprising result is that the greedy algorithm (shown
later in detail), which generates an address that causes the
greatest single-step reduction in ' value at each step, is
actually the optimal solution. That is, & greedily chosen compromised addresses cause the maximum reduction
in ' curve value among all sets of & compromised addresses. This conclusion is formulated later in Theorem I
and proved. The ' curves in Figures 11 show the difference between randomly chosen  addresses and greedily
(proven optimal) chosen  addresses. As expected, the latter is lower than the former. The differences, however, are
minor.
A. Proof of the Optimality of the Greedy Algorithm
In this section, we formally prove the optimality of the
greedy algorithm in reducing the ' value. This section can
be skipped if the reader is convinced of the result. We first
introduce the notations and definitions we are going to use
in the proof of our main theorem that the greedy algorithm
is optimal.
Whenever there is no ambiguity, we denote an address
tree (defined in Section II) or a subtree by its root node.
We denote the set of leaf nodes on the tree D as E8FGHDI! .
Given a tree node D , we define DKJMLONQPSR and DTJVU@WXY,R as its
left and right child. Also, we denote the cardinality of a
set Z by [VZ1[ . Throughout the rest of this paper, \ always
denotes the number of bits in an IP address (so \^]_() in
IPv4 and \`]_a)b in IPv6).
Definition I. Given a tree D of height Y , we define cdeZ3fgDI!
as the number of address bits, among the last Y bits of
all leaf nodes (IP addresses), which are revealed when
the set Z ( Z h E8FGHDI! ) of IP addresses are compromised. Note here that, in computing cdeZ3fgDi! , the first
$
\
Y bits are ignored (\ is the number of bits in an IP

address). cdeZ3fj&^'kE;E:! is 0 by definition. We define
l
$
eZ3fgmSfgDI!G]ncdeZdoqpamsr fgDI!
cdeZ3fgDi! , which is the the
number of bits that will be newly compromised when m is
added to the compromised address set Z .
Definition II. Given a tree D , a set Z of leaves is called the
optimal set defined on D , if given any other leaf set Z8t of
the same cardinality, cdeZ7tufgDi!wvxcdeZ3fgDi! .
Definition III. Given a tree D , a leaf set Z is called a greedy
set defined on D , when the greedy algorithm with input
D will generate a sequence of [VZ1[ leaves that are exactly
elements of Z with nonzero probability.
Definition IV. Given a tree D , and a set of leaves Z . We
refer to Zzy{E8FGHDTJMLNPSRj! as the left set of Z , denoted as
E:Z1eZ7! , and Zzy`E;FzHDTJVU@WXY,Rj! as the right set of Z , denoted as cqZ|eZ7! .
With these definitions and notations handy, given a tree
D , the greedy algorithm to choose } IP addresses to compromise is formulated in the following. Note that it is
a randomized algorithm, since when there are more than
l
one m=t~ that maximizes eZ5fgmsfgDi! , they will be randomly
picked with equal probability.
Greedy(tree x, int N)
Z := 
/* Z is the set of IP addresses compromised */
c := 0
/* Invariant: c always has the value of cdeZ5fgDI! */
for i := 1 to N do
$
l
choose mE;FzHDI!
Z that maximizes eZ5fgmsfgDi!
/* with randomized tie-breaking */
l
c := c + eZ3fgmsfgDi!
Z := Zdopam r
In the following, we prove our main theorem that this algorithm always generates an optimal set. Lemmas used in
proving the theorem are introduced and proved afterwards.
Theorem I. Any greedy set is also an optimal set.
Proof: Given a tree D , we only need to prove the following: given any &C> , and any optimal set  and greedy
set Z of the same cardinality & , cdeZ3fgDI!wcdefgDI! . This
is trivially true when &] . So in the following, we only
consider & C . We induct on the height Y of the tree
D . The conclusion trivially holds for Y] (a single node
tree). Suppose the conclusion also holds for Y] .
We now prove the theorem for Y] and &C .
Since the elements of set Z is a possible sequence generated by the greedy algorithm, they can be ordered according to the greedy order they appear in the sequence.
We denote Zi]L0afjLu2@f???fjL as elements of E:Z|eZ7! in
the greedy order, and Zi]U)0?fgU2@f???f???fgUQ|¡ as elements of cqZ|eZ7! in the greedy order. Similarly, we de-
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note EwZ|eq! as k<]LHt0 fjLH2t f???afjLH¢ t and cqZ|eq! as 9{]
U@t0 fgU@2t f???QfgU"|
t ¢ (no order is assumed in this case). According to Lemma I, the sequences ZK and ZI are greedy
sequences in the trees DTJMLNPSR and DTJVU@WX=Y¡R , respectively.
When W]
£ , according to induction hypothesis,
cde¤efgDKJMLONQPSRg!v¥cdeZIfgDKJMLNPSRj! and cde  fgDTJVU@WX=Y¡Rg!¦v
cdeZS"fgDTJVU@WX=Y¡Rg! , since the height DTJMLNQPSR and DTJVU@WX=Y¡R are
both  . Since &
C
> , cdefgDI! = cdekefgDKJMLNPSRj!
cdeZiOfgDTJMLNPSRj! +
+ cde9QfgDKJVU"WeX=Y,Rj! + [ E8FGHDI!?[v
cdeZS"fgDTJVU@WX=Y¡Rg! + [ E;FzHDI!?[ = cdeZ5fgDI! according to Lemma
II.
Now we only need to consider the case where W¨©
§] £ .
WLOG, we assume that WªC«£ . Then Z+ can be extended to a longer greedy sequence ¬]®U=0¯fgUQ2@f???fgUQ1 ¢ ,
where U 1¡°K0 ,U |¡°I2 f???afgU 1 ¢ are drawn from DTJVU@WXY,R .
Also, ±]Le0?fjL²2@f???f???QfjL ¢ , being a subsequence of ZT (a
greedy sequence in the tree DTJMLNPSR by Lemma I), is also a
greedy sequence in the tree DTJMLNPSR . Then according to the
induction hypothesis, cde¬|fgDKJVU@WX=Y,Rj!cdek"fgDTJVU@WX=Y¡Rg!
$
[V9³[_]
&
£ and cdO±;fgDTJMLNQPSRg!´
since [V¬[_]
cde¤efgDKJMLONQPSRg! since [ ±µ[=]¶[Vk·[]®£ . Define ¸¹]±o¬ .
Then cdH¸`fgDi!º¹cde»fgDI! according to lemma II. Now
to prove cdeZ5fgDI!¼½cdefgDi! , our final step is to prove
cdeZ3fgDi!¾cdH¸{fgDI! . We define ±s¿
]
Le0afjL²2@f???afjL²¿ ,
¬5¿]U)0afgU2@f???afgUQ1¡¿ , and ¸d¿]±s¿ o ¬5¿ , where
£¦v}
vW . Note that Z©]¸d and ¸
]¸ ¢ . What
we need to show is cdH¸  fgDi!wxcdH¸ ¢ fgDi! .
We claim that cdH¸d¿w°K0afgDI!ncdH¸»¿qfgDi! , where £v
$
}vW
 . We first prove the case where }]À£ . This
l
$
is equivalent to prove that H¸ ¢
paU"| ¢ r fjL ¢ °K0afgDI!Á
l
$
¢
¢
¢
H¸
paU | r fgU | fgDI! . Let Â be the set of elements
that has already been in the greedy sequence right before
the element L ¢ °K0 is added, when the greedy algorithm is
executed to generate Z . By the semantics of the greedy al$
gorithm, Âh± ¢ o ¬5 . So Âh± ¢ o ¬%7hx¸ ¢
paUQ1 ¢ r .
$
¢
¢
¢
paU"| r"!]¹± . Then, since
Also E:Z|eÂ!`]¹E:Z|H¸

l
 , according to Lemma III(a),
eÂÃfjL ¢ °K0afgDI!ª]
$
¢
¢
¢
H¸
paU 1 r fjL °K0 fgDI! , and according to Lemma III(b),
l
l
$
eÂÃfgU"| ¢ fgDI!Ä
H¸ ¢
paUQ1 ¢ r fgUQ1 ¢ fgDi! . Also
l
l
¢
¢
eÂÃfjL °K0afgDi!¼
eÂÃfgU"| fgDI! , since the greedy algol
$
rithm chooses L ¢ °K0 over UQ1 ¢ . Consequently, H¸ ¢
l
$
paUQ1 ¢ r fjL ¢ °K0afgDi!Å
H¸ ¢
paUQ1 ¢ r fgUQ1 ¢ fgDI! . This
proves cdH¸ ¿w°K0 fgDI!´cdH¸ ¿ fgDI! where } ]Æ£ . Using similar arguments, we can prove cdH¸G¿:°K0afgDi!
$
 . Then we get
cdH¸»¿qfgDi! for }½]£@fÇ£q®=f???QfgW
our desired result cdH¸zÈfgDi!wxcdH¸ ¢ fgDI! . É
Lemma I. If Z is a greedy set defined on the tree D , then
E:Z1eZ7! is a greedy set defined on the tree DTJMLNPSR , and
cqZ|eZ7! is a greedy set defined on the tree DKJVU@WX=Y,R .
l

&

C

Proof:

Suppose that E:Z|eZ8! consists of  nodes
m0?fgm 2"f???fgm Ê in the sequence it is generated by the greedy
algorithm on Z . Let ÂË be the set of nodes that have been
generated by the greedy algorithm right before the node m
is generated. Obviously ÂHi0`ÌÅÂk . For any W and any
Í E:Z|OE;FzHDI!g! $ Â  , we know that (a) l eÂ  f Í fgDI!v
l
eÂkÎfgm)·fgDI! since otherwise the algorithm running on tree
D would not have chosen m³ over Í . It remains to show
l
l
OE:Z|eÂkÇ!Ïfgm)ÎfgDTJMLNQPSRg! . That
(b) OEwZ|eÂkÇ!Ïf Í fgDKJMLNPSRj!<v
is, the algorithm running on tree DKJMLONQPSR (with parameter  )

would have a nonzero probability to generate the sequence
m0?fgm 2"f???fgm Ê . We need to discuss two cases. The first
case is when Â  ] . In this case, obviously W8] and m 0
is the first node inserted. Then according to the Lemma
l
l
$
IV(a), eÂÃ0f Í fgDTJMLNPSRj!]
eÂÃ0f Í fgDI!
[ E8FGHDI!?[ and
l
l
$
eÂÐ0afgm0afgDKJMLNPSRj!G]
eÂÐ0afgm0?fgDI!
[ E8FzHDi!?[ . Then (b)
follows from (a). The second case is when Âq is nonempty
(either WÑÒ
§]  or Â 0 is not empty). In this case, accordl
l
eÂkÎf Í fgDI!
ing to Lemma IV(b) OE:Z|eÂ<Ç!Ïf Í fgDKJMLONQPSRg!9]
l
l
and OE:Z1eÂkÇ!Ïfgm)·fgDTJMLNPSRj!`]
eÂkÎfgm)·fgDI! , (b) also follows from (a). É
Lemma II. Given a tree D , when [VZ1[ÃCÆ> , cdeZ3fgDi!¨]
cdOE:Z1eZ7!ÏfgDTJMLNPSRj!+ÓcdOcqZ1eZ7!ÏfgDTJVU@WX=Y¡Rg!Kª[ E8FGHDI!?[ .
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Proof: Since [VZ1[ºC > , the height Y of the tree D is
at least 1. When the first node in Z is introduced, the
$
H\
Yµ!ÈÔÕ bit of every address under tree D is compromised and there are [ E;FzHDI!?[ of them. So cdeZ3fgDI!d]
cdeZ3fgDKJMLONQPSRg!5®cJ²eZ3fgDKJVU@WX=Y,Rj!7_[ E8FGHDI!?[ . However, the
$
last Y  bits of all leaf nodes under DKJMLNPSR and DTJVU@WX=Y¡R are
only affected by E:Z1eZ7! and EwZ|Ocq! respectively. That is
cdeZ3fgDKJMLONQPSRg!]ÖcdOEwZ|eZ7!ÏfgDTJMLNQPSRg! and cdeZ3fgDKJVU@WX=Y,Rj!»]
cdOcqZ|eZ7!ÏfgDKJVU@WX=Y,Rj! . The result follows. É
Lemma III. Given a tree D and two nonempty leaf sets Z
and × , and a leaf m of D , the following are true:
. (a) If EwZ|eZ7!Ø]
E:Z|u×Ë! and mÙE:Z|OE;FzHDI!g! (in
l
l
the left subtree), then eZ3fgmSfgDI!Ú]
u×¤fgmsfgDi! . Similarly if cqZ|eZ7!Á]ÙcqZ1u×Ë! and mÖÛcqZ|OE8FGHDI!g! , then
l

l
eZ3fgmSfgDI!;]
u×9fgmSfgDI!
. (b) If ZÓhÁ× , then l eZ3fgmsfgDi!w

l

u×¤fgmsfgDi! .

Proof: (a) We only prove the first part since the
second part follows from the symmetry.
Suppose
m

E:Z1OE8FzHDi!g! , then according to Lemma IV(b),
l
l
l
eZ3fgmSfgDTJMLNQPSRg! = OE:Z|eZ8!ÏfgmsfgDKJMLONQPSRg!
u×9fgmSfgDTJMLNPSRj! =
l
OEwZ|u×Ë!ÏfgmSfgDTJMLNPSRj! since Z and × are both nonempty.
Then the result follows from the assumption that EwZ|eZ7!%]
E:Z1u×Ë! . (b) Since ZÖhÖ× , when a new node m is compromised, the set of new bits that are compromised as a
consequence in the case when Z has been compromised, is
a superset of in the case when × has been compromised.
The result follows. É
Lemma IV. Given a tree D , if mÜE:Z|OE;FzHDI!g! , then
l
l
(a) =fgmsfgDi! = =fgmSfgDTJMLNQPSRg! + [ E8FzHDi!?[ and (b) for
l
l
any nonempty set Z ,
eZ3fgmSfgDI! =
eZ5fgmsfgDKJMLONQPSRg! =
l
OEwZ|eZ7!ÏfgmSfgDTJMLNPSRj! . Similarly, if m««cqZ|OE;FzHDI!g! ,
l
l
then (c) =fgmSfgDI! = =fgmSfgDTJVU@WXY,Rj! + [ E8FzHDi!?[ and (c)
l
l
for any nonempty set Z , eZ3fgmSfgDI! = eZ3fgmsfgDKJVU@WX=Y,Rj! =
l
OcqZ|eZ8!ÏfgmsfgDKJMLONQPSRg! .
Proof: We only prove (a) and (b) since (c) and (d) follows from the symmetry. Suppose the height of the tree D
is Y . First recall that \ is the number of bits in an IP ad$
dress. (a) When m is compromised, the H\
Yd!gÔÕ bit
of every address under tree D is compromised, and there
are [ E;FzHDI!?[ of them. Also, for any Í ÁcqZ1OE8FzHDi!g! , its
$
last Y
 bits are not compromised because the length
of the common prefix between m and Í is no longer than
$
$
\
Y . Also, the number of bits (among the last Y

bits) in nodes of EwZ|OE8FzHDi!g! that will be affected by m t ~
l
being compromised is fully accounted in =fgmSfgDTJMLNPSRj! .
l
l
Therefore, =fgmSfgDI! = =fgmSfgDTJMLNPSRj! + [ E8FGHDI!?[ . (b)
This case is similar to (a) except that when S is nonempty,
$
the H\
YÃ!ÈÔÕ bit of every address under tree D has already been compromised before m is compromised. So the
term [ E;FzHDI!?[ does not exist in (b). For the second equality, note that none of the leaf nodes in cqZ|eZ7! will affect

the last Y

$

 bits of the leaf nodes under tree DTJMLNPSR . É

VI. P REFIX -P RESERVING A NONYMIZATION S CHEMES
In the following, we describe TCPdpriv, an existing traffic anonymization tool that, among other things,
allows the prefix-preservation anonymization of IP addresses. We describe how TCPdpriv implements prefixpreserving anonymization and identify its drawbacks.
We then discuss our cryptography-based prefix-preserving
anonymization algorithm that does not have these drawbacks. Finally, we precisely define the level of security
that is constrained by the prefix-preserving requirement
and show that both TCPdpriv and our scheme achieve this
level of security.
A. TCPdpriv and Its Drawbacks
TCPdpriv’s implementation of the prefix-preserving
translation of IP addresses is table based: it stores a set
of B raw, anonymized C binding pairs of IP addresses to
maintain the consistency of the anonymization. When a
new raw IP address Ý needs to be anonymized, it is first
be compared with all the the raw IP addresses inside the
stored binding pairs for the longest prefix match. Suppose the binding pair whose raw address has longest prefix match with Ý¹] Ýs0jÝÞ2@JJJMÝÞß is B a’, b’ C (let ÝÞtº]
Ý t 0 Ý t2 ??àÝ tß and á t ]âá t 0 á t2 ??Ïá tß ), in which Ýs0jÝÞ25??àÝ=Ê]
ÝÞt 0 ÝÞt2 ??àÝÞtÊ and Ý=Ê °K0 ] Ý tÊ °K0 . Suppose Ý is anonymized to
áz]©á 0 á 2 ??Ïá ß . Then á 0 á 2 ??ÏáãÊ@áãÊ °K0Gä ]ÅáÏt 0 áÏt2 ??ÏáÏtÊ áãÊ °K0
ß³ Ê i0 $
! , where
and áãÊ °I2 áÏÊ °I4 ??ÏáÏß ä ]´c<å¤&æÑO>fà
RAND is a pseudorandom (not necessarily cryptographically strong) number generator. If Ý is not identical to Ý t ,
a new binding BxÝ fàáËC will be added to the binding table.
It seems that it would take & comparisons to anonymize a
new IP address where there are & binding pairs in the table. However, a data structure that is a compressed binary
trie in nature is used to reduce the search cost to O(K),
where is K is the number of bits (32 in IPv4) in the address. The memory requirement of the algorithm is to store
$
Ë*:&
 trie nodes, where each node occupies 16 bytes.
We refer readers to the source code of TCPdpriv [4] for the
actual data structure and algorithm.
There are three major drawbacks of this implementation
with respect to three different ways traffic traces need to
be collected/anonymized for network research:
. First, it is highly desirable to pump out anonymized
packet trace in real-time from an operating router, thus saving time and effort for offline anonymization. However,
the memory requirement can be high for a long trace with
a lot of distinct IP addresses. For example, to anonymize a
trace with 10 million different IP addresses in it, it would
require approximately 320 MB of main memory space.
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Though this is affordable for state-of-the-art computers,
such a requirement makes it unsuitable for high-speed
hardware implementation inside a router.
. Second, TCPdpriv does not allow distributed processing
of different traces simultaneously. The reason is that the
translation between the raw and anonymized IP addresses
is dependent on the sequence they appear in the trace. So
when two different traces are being anonymized, the same
raw IP address in general will not be translated into the
same anonymized address. However, there is a real need
for simultaneous (but consistent!) anonymization of traffic
traces in different sites, e.g., for taking a snapshot of the Internet. It would be very cumbersome if hundreds of traces
have to first be gathered and then anonymized in sequence.
. Third, a large trace (e.g., terabytes) may be collected for
a high-speed link for a long period of time. For the same
reason discussed above, TCPdpriv does not allow a large
trace file to be chopped into pieces and be processed in
parallel. Note that these drawbacks of TCPdpriv remain
true even when prefix-preservation is not a requirement.
B. Cryptography-based Approach
We have designed an algorithm that addressed the
drawbacks of TCPdpriv by deterministicly maps raw addresses to anonymized addresses. The algorithm is provably secure up to the level of security a prefix-preserving
anonymization could possibly deliver. Our algorithm addresses all the drawbacks of the TCPdpriv. Our algorithm
“computes” the binding between raw and anonymized addresses on the fly, so that its memory requirement is small
enough to be fit into an on-chip cache. This and the
fact that is uses hardware-friendly hash functions such as
HMAC-MD5 [8] makes it very amenable for hardware implementation. Also, our algorithm is deterministic so that
it allows distributed and parallel anonymization of traffic
traces. Before we describe our algorithm, we state and
prove the following proposition.


Proposition I. Let P) be a function from p>fa"r to p>fa"r ,
$
ß
W¤]>fà=f???Qfg\
 . Let F be a function from p>fa"r to
ß
p>fa"r defined as follows. Given Ý]ÝS0jÝ=25??àÝ³ß , then
FzOÝ,! ä ]á0Ïáã2K??ãáàß

(1)

where áÏT]ÝÞ@çÑP"Hi0OÝ 0afjÝÞ2@f???afjÝÞHi0ã! for W3]@fà=f???Qfg\
( P@è is a constant function). We claim that (a) F is a prefixpreserving anonymization function, and (b) a prefixpreserving anonymization function necessarily takes this
form.
Proof: It is straightforward to verify the (a) part. We focus
on the proof of (b). This is equivalent to proving that given
any prefixing preserving F , we can find corresponding

$

 in the above form. Given any F and
 , we define P@ and show that it is welldefined as follows. Given any W -bit sequence ÝI0jÝ=25??àÝ³ ,
$
W bit sequence Ý¡Ê °K0 Ý=Ê °I2 ??ÏÝ³ß
we append an arbitrary \
to it. Then we define P)gOÝ¡0?fjÝ=2@f???fjÝÞ! ä ]âé , where é :=
( HW:Ø!ÈÔÕ bit of FzOÝ 0 Ý 2 ??àÝ ß ! ) ç¶Ý °K0 . Although the
definition of é involves Ý°K0?fjÝÞ°I2@f???fjÝÞß , from the defP"·fgW5]>fà=f???"fg\
$
any Wjfj>zvxW8vÁ\

inition of prefix-preserving, it can be verified that varying the value of Ý=°K0afjÝ³°I2"f???fjÝÞß in é ’s definition does
not change é ’s value. Therefore P gOÝ¡0afjÝ=2@f???afjÝÞÇ! ä ]é is
well-defined in the sense that there is only one such é . É
In our algorithm
P"gOÝ¡0àÝ=23??àÝ³Ç! ä ]ªE:Z5êµOëÑì¼

l

å¤æÑOÝ¡0jÝ=25??àÝÞ!Ïfà,Nam)e!g!

(2)
where W{]´>fa@f???Qfg\
 . Here ëÑì is a keyed hash
l
function such as HMAC-MD5 [9], [10] and å¤æ expands
Ý 0gÝ=25??àÝÞ into a 512-bit string as follows:
$

l

åkæOÝ 0àÝ=2K??ãÝ³e! ä ]Ý 0jÝÞ25??ÏÝ³j[[í?>)î=[[ W

(3)

Here ï = 512 - ðHLOñQXSH\K!Èò - 1 - W and > î means the repetition of 0 for ï times. We set aside ðHLOñXIH\K!Èò bits for
storing W . So the total length of the data after padding is
512 bits. This padding scheme is standard in using cryptographically strong hash function functions (e.g., MD5
[9]). It guarantees that for two strings Ý and Ý¡t , if Ý^_
§] ÝÞt ,
l
l
then åkæOÝ,!À§]
åkæOÝÞt! . WLOG, we also assume
that the result of ëÑì is 128 bits as in MD5 (i.e., ëì ä
0Ç2zô
0Ç2gõ
). It will be clear that the length of
p>fa"ró
p>fa"r
the result does not matter.
Later we will show that the proposed scheme is secure
$
even when ,N?m  fgW5]>f???Qfg\
 are the same. Using different keys obviously increase the strength of the scheme
since it introduces more entropy. However, ironically, to
prove the former case, we only need to assume that ëÑì
is a pseudorandom function (defined later), which is standard in cryptographic literature . To prove the latter case,
on the other hand, we have to assume that ëÑì with different keys satisfy certain independence relationship between
them [11]. In the next section, we show that F is provably
secure based on the assumption that a secure keyed hash
function can be modeled as a pseudorandom function and
,N?m)·fgW5]@fà=fà(=f???"fg\ are the same.
C. Security Analysis of TCPdpriv and Our Scheme
We would like to study the level of security that has
been achieved by TCPdpriv and our scheme. We first
define precisely the level of security that is achievable
by prefix-preserving anonymization algorithms, characterized as follows. Suppose & anonymized addresses have
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been compromised so that their corresponding raw addresses are known. Then given any anonymized address
á , the first » bits of the corresponding raw address is
revealed when the longest prefix match between the compromised anonymized addresses and á is  bits long. So
the highest level of security we could possibly achieve is
$
$

 bits look comto make sure that the remaining \
$
$
pletely random, i.e., indistinguishable from a \

 bit
random number.
There are two different levels of security that can be
achieved by cryptosystems [12]. One is unconditional security, which means that the cryptosystem can never be
broken no matter how much computation power an adversary has. One-time pad is an example of such systems.
However, to achieve unconditional security, the encryption
key has to be at least as long as the plaintext, which limits
the practical use of such cryptosystems. The other level
is computational security, in which the security of a cryptosystem is measured by the amount of computation that is
needed to break them [13]. A cryptosystem is called computationally secure if the best known method of breaking
the system requires an unreasonably large amount of computation time.
For TCPdpriv, if we assume that the sequence in which
raw IP addresses get anonymized contains enough natural
randomness (they approximately do), or if RAND generates completely random numbers (e.g., using coin tosses),
then TCPdpriv achieves exactly the aforementioned level
of security unconditionally, even to computationally unbounded adversaries. However, the cost is that it has to
remember the big binding pair table, which is essentially
an one-time pad. Our scheme, on the other hand, achieves
the aforementioned security level when the adversaries are
computationally bounded. This will be proved in the next
Section.
D. Proof of the Security of Our Scheme
In this section, we prove (later in Theorem II) that our
scheme achieves the aforementioned security level when
the adversaries are computationally bounded. We will follow the standard notions of security and proof techniques
in the provable security literature [14], [15]. Before we
state and prove our theorem, we introduce some notations

and definitions. For simplicity of discussion, we use ' to

denote uniform distribution on p>fa"r . As a convention,
random variables and algorithms will be denoted by capital letters and fixed values by lower-case letters. We use
“ ] ö Ô ” to denote that two random variables are equal in
î
distribution. Again, recall that \ always denotes the number of bits in an IP address.
Definition V. (adapted from [16]) Suppose ÷ è and ÷T0 are



two probability distributions on the set p>fa"r , bit strings
ô
p>fa"r be a probalistic
of length L . Let å ä p>fa"r
(randomized) algorithm. Let øÃC> and two random variables ¸ è and ¸0 have distributions ÷ è and ÷T0 respectively.
We say that å is an ø -distinguisher of ÷ è and ÷+0 provided
l
$Ál
that [ U¡OåÃH¸zèQ!q]!
U¡OåÃH¸ 0 !q]Û!?[8¶ø . We say
that ÷ è and ÷T0 are ø -distinguishable if there exists an ø distinguisher of ÷ è and ÷T0 .
ô¹ù

Definition VI. We call a function F : '
to be (ú ,R , ø )pseudorandom, when there is no algorithm å that, given
an DÑ' at å ’s choice, can be an ø -distinguisher between
ù
the uniform distribution on and the distribution of FzHDI! .
Note here that the distribution of FzHDi! is induced by the
distribution of F in function space. So, equivalently, we
can say that the function F is ø -indistinguishable from a
random function, which can be viewed as a random variable uniformly distributed in the set of all functions from
ù
' to . Here å is allowed to use F as an oracle on ú
points of its choice different from D and spends no more
than R computation time.
Remark: The following are typically assumed in the cryptography literature [17], [14]. A cryptographically-strong
ô¾ù
can be modeled as a
keyed hash function ëÑì ä '
(ú ,R , ø )-pseudorandom function. Here ø can be made arbitrarily small, and ú and R can be made arbitrarily large by
tuning the length of the key ( ,Nam³ in (2)). For some keyed
$
hash functions such as ìÑûåËûæü , it is believed that
without
significantly affecting
this ú can be as large as ý þ3
ý
2
the “randomness” of the “rest” of the function [?].
Achieved Level of Security: Now we are ready to define
the level of the security that is achieved by our anonymization function F as defined in (1)-(3). Suppose that a set
of & anonymized addresses Z have been compromised.
Given an arbitrary anonymized address á (fixed after it
is chosen), suppose  is the longest prefix match between
á and the elements in Z . Then, due the prefix-preserving
nature of the anonymization algorithm, the first Ã bits
of the corresponding raw address, referred to as Ý , are revealed as mentioned before. This part is exactly the same
as TCPdpriv as explained in Section IV.C. What is differ$
$

 bits are indistinguishent is that the remaining \
able from random bits to computationally constrained adversaries (shown in Theorem II); in TCPdpriv, the adversary’s computation power can be unbounded. This is actually equivalent to say that the algorithm F is indistinguishable from a random prefix-preserving function, a function uniformly chosen from the set of all prefix-preserving
ß
functions (characterized in Proposition I) from p>fa"r to
ß
p>fa"r , to any computationally constrained adversary (to
be made precise latter). This means that our algorithm
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achieves the highest level of security achievable by prefixpreserving algorithms when the adversary is computationally bounded.
Definition VII Note that Z ( [VZ1[{] & ) and á can be
arbitrary. For simplicity of discussion, in the rest of
this section, we consider them fixed once chosen. As
we have shown, they in turn determine Ý and  . Let
Ý be Ý 0jÝÞ25??àÝÞß .
Given ( Z , á , Ý ,  ), we define F ÿ
ä
ßÞ Ê i0Ðô
ß³ Ê i0
ÿ HDi! is defined as
in which Fz
p>fa"r
p>fa"r
$
$
the last \

 bits of FzOÝ 0 Ý 2 ??àÝÞÊ °K0 [[ DI! , where F is
ßÞ Ê i0
defined as in (1)-(3), and D{Ñp>fa"r
.
Theorem II. Given the knowledge of compromised addresses Z , if the keyed hash function ëì in (2) is a
i0
(32*(& +1), R , 2·ß )-pseudorandom function, then F ÿ
is
a (0,R , ø )-pseudorandom function. In other words, given
ßÞ Ê i0
i0
any mÁp>fa"r
, the distribution of F
Hm,! is not ø ßÞ Ê i0
distinguishable from uniform distribution on p>fa"r
for all algorithms å that runs for no more than R time and
uses ëÑìÓÈ* fà,N?m¡! as an oracle for no more than 32*(& +1)
times.
Proof: Since ëÑì is a (32*(& +1), R , 2·ß )-pseudorandom
function, by Proposition II, F ÿ is a (0,R , 2  )-pseudorandom
function. Then according to Lemma VI, this implies that
i0
Fÿ
is a (0,R , ø )-pseudorandom function. É
Proposition II. If ëÑì
is a (32*( & +1), R , ß )pseudorandom function, then F ÿ is a (0,R , ø )-pseudorandom
function even with the knowledge of Z .
Proof: We prove the contrapositive. Suppose F ÿ is not a
(0,R , ø )-pseudorandom function. Then there is an algorithm
ßÞ Ê i0
å , which picks an ~qÑp>fa"r
at its choice, can be an
ÿ ~@! and the uniform distribution
ø -distinguisher between Fz
ß³ Ê i0
. Also, å uses no more than R computation
on p>fa"r
time. We need to show if such å exists, then ëÑì is not a
(32*(& +1), R , ø )-pseudorandom function.
ßÞ Ê i0Gô
We define FKÿ  ä p>fa"r
p>fa"r in which FTÿ gHDI!
$
$
ÿ HDi! for any D , v¹WvÜ\
is the WÇÔÕ bit of Fz

 .
$
$

 be random variables with
Let '3ÎfgW|] @fà=f???Qfg\
$
$

uniform distributions on p>fa"r fgW<]@fà=f???Qfg\


$
respectively. We define random variables ±+Èfj>vxWwvx\
$

 . For each ±s , given an outcome  in the probability
space, ±sg  ! := F8ÿ 0Q~"!¯  !G[[FKÿ 2 ~@!¯  !z[[%??`FKÿ j~"!¯  !G[[
$
$
' ßÞ Ê i0g Ç  ! , W<]@fà=f???Qfg\

 . Then Lemma V
$ $
shows that there exists LÈfaqvxL5vÁ\   such that there is
l
a distinguisher algorithm ê that satisfies [ U¡OêO±T i0 !9]
$l
!
U¡OêµO±Su!7]_!?[ ß³ Ê i0 . However, as we will show
next, this will imply that ëÑì can not be a (32*(& +1), R ,
ø )-pseudorandom function.
$
$
ÿ HDI! is defined as the last \


Recall that Fz
bits of FzOÝ 0jÝÞ25??ÏÝÞÊ °K0 [[ DI! , where Ý ä ]
Ý 0àÝ=23??àÝÞß .
that picks æ
We construct an algorithm ä]

l

åkæOÝ 0àÝ=2K??ãÝÞÊ °K0 ~ 0j~Q23??Ï~Qu! and tries to distinguish the
0Ç2gõ
(uniform distribudistribution of ëÑì¼Oæ{fà,N?m¡! from '
0Ç2gõ
tion on the range of ëì ). Given an input ¸Ò^p>fa"r
,
- first uses ëÑì¼È* fà,Nam,! as an oracle ()<*w& times to obtain Z (the & pairs of compromised IP addresses) using
$
(2). Then - uses ëÑì as an oracle L
 more times
$
 . Then - constructs
to obtain FKÿ Î~@!ÏfgW]@fà=f???QfjL
0Ç2gõ
a random variable ± on p>fa"r
as follows. Given an
$

outcome  in the probability space, ±  ! t ~ first L
bits are F7ÿ 0Q~@! FKÿ 2 ~@!q?? F3ÿ  i0 ~@! , its L²ÔÕ bit is E:Z5êµH¸Ñ! ,
$
$
$
and its last \


L bits are ' ß³ Ê i0g e  ! . Finally, - returns êµO±»! as the result. It is not hard to verify that (a) if ¸ has the distribution ëÑìÓOæ`fà,Nam,! then
± has the distribution of ±i and (b) if ¸ has the distri0Ç2gõ
bution '
then ± has the distribution of ±i i0 . Therel
$ºl
0Ç2gõ
U,e-zÈ'
!¤]Å!?[ =
fore [ U¡e-zOëìÓOæ{fà,N?m¡!g!k]Å!
l
$ºl
[ U¡OêµO±s i0 !1]¶!
U¡OêµO±S i0 !1]¶!?[+ ß³ Ê i0 C ß .
This shows that - is an ß -distinguisher between the dis0Ç2gõ
tribution of ëìÓOæ{fà,N?m¡! and '
. Also, - has made no
more than ();*;O&Á! oracle calls and uses no more than
R time (evaluting êµO±! ). This contradicts the assumption
that ëÑì is a (32*(& +1), R , ß )-pseudorandom function. É
In the following we introduce a variation of a standard
lemma used in developing the concept of pseudorandom
number generator [16]. The original idea behind this proof
is attributed to Yao [13]. Let ÷ è and ÷+0 be two probability
¿
distributions on p>fa"r . Let ¸ è and ¸µ0 be two random
variables of distribution ÷ è and ÷+0 respectively. We define
}ÜØ random variables ±S·fgW] >fa@f???Qfg} on the set
¿
as follows. Given an outcome  in probability
p>fa"r
$
W
space, ±sg  ! := (the first W bits of ¸ è   ! ) [[ (the last }
bits of ¸µ0a  ! ).
Lemma V. If ÷ è and ÷T0 are ø -distinguishable, then there
exists LÈfazvªLwv} such that the distribution of ± ¢ i0 and
the distribution of ± ¢ are ¿ -distinguishable.
Proof: It is not hard to verify that ± è ] ö ÔÓ¸0 and
î
± ¿ ] ö Ô¸dè . Suppose å is a ø -distinguisher between
l
$l
î
¸ è and ¸µ0 . Then [ U¡OåÃH¸ è !Á]
!
U¡OåÃH¸0?!¼]
l
$Ál
!?[sø . However, U¡OåH¸ è !w]À!
U¡OåH¸0¯!:]! =
 ¿
l
$µl

¡
U
O

Ã
å
O

s
±
H

i0
ã
7
!
¦
]


!
¡
U
O

Ã
å
O

s
±
Ç

7
!
_
]


!g! . So according
K0
l
$¤l
to the triangle inequality, [ U¡OåÃH¸ è !7]_!
U¡OåÃH¸0ã!%]
 ¿
l
$Úl
!?[Iv
U¡OåÃO±  !»]¹!g!?[ (*).
 K0 [  U¡OåO± Hi0 !»]¹!
Therefore, there must exist £)fanv¥£v } such that
l
$^l
[ U¡OåO± ¢ i0Ï!:]!
U¡OåO± ¢ !w]!?[S ¿ , since otherwise (*) will not hold. É
ù
ô
ù
Lemma VI. If a permutation Â ä
is a (0, R ,
ù
i0
ø )-pseudorandom function, then Â
is a (0, R , øQ[ [ )pseudorandom function.
Proof: We prove the following contrapositive. Suppose
i0
ù
Â
is not a (0, R , øQ[ [ )-pseudorandom function. Let
ù
'
denote the uniform distribution on . Then there is
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an algorithm å , which picks a m è at its choice, such that
l
$¼l
ù
i0
U¡OåeÂ
Hm è !g!¤] !
U,OåÈ' ;!9]Å!_øQ[ [ . Here
å executes no more than R time. We construct an algorithm
êµHDTfgm¡! such that
êµHDTfgm¡!7]

åHDI!
>
ä

ä

mz]Úm è
ñ"RgY NaU¤WÈ~"N

(4)

Then we construct - such that it can pick an D at its
l
$âl
choice and let U¡e-deÂdHDI!g!Û]
!
U¡e-zÈ'
!Ö]
!

ø .
- works as follows.
With every exeù
cution, - first picks ¸ è uniformly randomly from .
êµH¸ è fgm,! . It reThen given any input m , -dHm¡! ä ]
mains to show that C is an ø -distinguisher.
First,
l
l
we can see that U¡e-zHm,!Ä]
! = U¡OêµH¸zè@fgm è!Ä]
l
l
!*
U,Hm
]
m è !.
So U,e-zeÂ»H¸ è !g! ]
! =
l
 l
U¡OêµH¸dè@fÏÂ»H¸dèQ!g!1]â! =
U¡Oêµ7fÏÂd3!g!k]¶!%*
  l
l
0
i0
U¡OêµeÂ
3!Ïf3!º]Ù!¤*
U¡H¸ è ]5! =
=
l
ý ý
0 l
i0
i0
U¡OêµeÂ
Hm è !Ïfgm è !»]! = U¡OåÃeÂ
Hm è !g!d]!w*
l
l
ý0 ý
. Also U¡e-dÈ';!®] ! = U¡OêµÈ' :fÏÂ»H¸ è !g!®]
ý ý
0 l
0 l
! =
U¡OêµÈ'
fgm èa!
]
! =
U¡OåÈ'
!¾]
l
ý ý
ý $¦ý l
! . Therefore [ U¡e-deÂ»H¸zèQ!g!Ó]
!
U¡e-dÈ'
!g!?[ =
l

0
i0
[ U¡OåeÂ
Hm è !g!d]!
ý ùý
j[ [ øÏ! = ø . É

$xl

U¡OåÈ' ;!»]½!?[i

0

ý ý

*

Remark: If the only assumption about Â is that it is a
ù
i0
pseudorandom function, then this bound of [ [ ø for Â
is “almost” tight. To see this, let Â be the following (ranù
domized) function. We choose a fixed element m è 
ù
and any subset Z of
such that [VZ1[ =  ý 2ý  . We also
pick a random value Diè uniformly distributed on Z . Then
we let Â»HD è ! ä ] m è , and Â restricted on the domain
ù $
ù $
¸¼  ! be a one-to-one random function from
paD+r
$
ù
pamsr . Then it can be shown that Â is a (0,  ,
to
0
i0
)-pseudorandom function as Â
Hm è ! can be any eleý ¡ý
i0
ment in Z . However, we will show that Â
is a (0,  ,
0
2 )-pseudorandom function as follows. An adversary first
picks m³è . Then the uniform distribution on Z and the uniù
form distribution on can be distinguished by the following algorithm å . Given an input D , å outputs 1 if DxÓZ
ù
and 0 otherwise. Let ' be the uniform distribution on .
l
l
i0
Then U,OåeÂ
Hm è !g!]´! = 1 and U¡OåÈ'
!g! = ý  ý
l
$¼l
0
0 ý ý
i0
v 2 . So [ U,OåeÂ
Hm è !g!¤]Å!
U,OåÈ'
!g!| 2 . So
0
i0
when Â is a (0,  , )-pseudorandom function, Â
is not
0 $! 
even a (0,  , 2
) for any positive .
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we motivate the need for anonymizing packet traces in a prefix-preserving manner and analyze its security implications using real-world traffic
data. We show that TCPdpriv, the existing tool that

allows for prefix-preserving anonymization, has drawbacks that make it unsuitable for parallel and distributed
traffic anonymization. We propose a provably secure
cryptography-based scheme that addresses these drawbacks. We expect that this work will help allow more and
better Internet traffic traces to be available for network research.
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